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Abstract

Although slope and winds are common factors in most wildland fires, current guidelines for safety zone dimensions used in the United States assume flat ground and do not consider wind speed as a factor. Similarly, while convective heat transfer is an essential part of fire behavior and is often highly significant to firefighter safety, it has not been considered in past work establishing safety zone criteria. In recent years, 3D, dynamic, physics-based dynamic fire models have been developed which can help us to understand fire behavior and firefighter safety. Here, we used a 3D dynamic fire model, WFDS, to explore different factors influencing potential burn injuries that could arise from both radiative and convective heat transfer over a range of heat sources, slopes and wind speeds. In the present study, we considered a fixed (non-moving) heat source on an inclined plane. Above this heat source, at regular intervals along the slope, synthetic “sensors” tracked wind velocities, temperature, radiative and total heat fluxes, facilitating analysis of potential burn injury as a function of distance from the heat source, analogous to the radius of a safety zone. Our primary finding was that convective heat could result in burn injuries at distances several times what would result from radiation alone. We also found that, while all factors were important, the nature of the heat source (heat release rate per unit area, flaming zone depth and residence time) had more pronounced effects on potential burn injury than slope or wind speed. Both of these findings have significant implications for how we think about firefighter safety, both in terms of how big safety zones might need to be to protect firefighters from convective heat, and in terms of characterizing the fuel as a heat source. This is a new arena of research investigation, and our work is just an early step; more work is needed to fully understand the implications of convective heat for firefighter safety and decision support.
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1. Introduction

The United States Forest Service defines safety zones as “a preplanned area of sufficient size and suitable location that is expected to protect fire personnel from known hazards without using fire shelters” (National Wildfire Coordinating Group 2004). Subsequent definitions in 2012 added detail and broadened this concept to include safety zones more typically encountered operationally, “an area cleared of flammable materials used for escape in the event the line is outflanked or in case a spot fire causes fuels outside the control line to render the line unsafe. In firing operations, crews progress so as to maintain a safety zone close at hand allowing the fuels inside the control line to be consumed before going ahead. Safety zones may also be constructed as integral parts of fuelbreaks; they are greatly enlarged areas which can be used with relative safety by firefighters and their equipment in the event of blowup in the vicinity.” (National Wildfire Coordinating Group 2012).

Although institutional culture and policy, firefighter safety training and tactical approaches have significantly improved over the years, often in response to firefighter fatality incidents (e.g. McArdle 1957), recent tragedies such as the June 2013 Yarnell Hill fire in Arizona underscore the ongoing need...
for continued improvement in consideration of the potential risk exposure of firefighting personnel in wildland fire incidents and how such risks can be mitigated.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of general experiment, consisting of a heat source at the lower end of an inclined plane. Above the heat source, sensors record key quantities used to evaluate incident heat flux. Slope was modeled through modification of the gravity vector rather than as shown here.

Most of the firefighter fatality or near-fatality events that have occurred in the United States and elsewhere over the last several decades have taken place in conditions in which slope and winds significantly influenced observed fire behaviour. Well documented examples include, among many others, the August 1949 Mann Gulch (Rothermel 1993), the 1994 South Canyon (Butler et al 1998), and the July 2001 Thirtymile fires (USDA Forest Service 2001) in the US; the 2003 Freixo de Espada-a-Cinta fire in Portugal (Viegas et al 2005), the 1998 Kareas fire in Greece (Xanthroupolous 2007), as well as the 1983 Grays Point, 1998 Johnstones Creek and 1998 Linton fires in Australia (Cheney et al 2001).

While slope and wind have been recognized as critical factors in fire behaviour for some time (Rothermel 1972), most research work examining safe separation distance characterizing safety zone dimensions to date has focused on radiation as the primary mechanism of heat transfer (Albini 1986, Rossi et al 2011, Zarate 2008); convection has often been considered as a less significant influence, with a common assumption that the buoyancy of heated gases would result in vertical transport, reducing the effect on persons or objects located some distance laterally from the flames (e.g. Gettle and Rice 2002). Consequently, current guidelines for safety zone dimensions used in the United States assume flat ground and do not consider wind speed as a factor (Butler and Cohen 1998a, 1998b).

Recent work, however, suggests that convective heat transfer is more important to fire behaviour than had been thought in the past (Frankman et al 2010, Frankman et al 2012), with potentially significant implications for firefighter safety. A recent review of safety zones and entrapment incidents suggests that safety zone specifications can be improved through inclusion of convection (Butler 2014).

In recent years, dynamic fire behavior models have emerged which model the dominant physical processes driving fire behavior; unlike simpler semi-empirical models (e.g. Rothermel 1972), different mechanisms of heat transfer are modeled, facilitating detailed analysis of the roles and impacts of radiation and convection in fire behavior. Two such models are HIGRAD/FIRETEC (Linn et al 2002; Linn and Cunningham 2005; Linn et al 2007) and WFDS (Mell et al 2007; Mell et al 2009). Due to their dynamic nature, these models offer potentially valuable insights in examining interactions between fire, the atmosphere, vegetation, and topography to help improve our understanding of fire behavior and firefighter safety.

Our objective in this study was to use a physics-based fire model, WFDS, to explore the relative impact of different factors influencing potential burn injuries over a range of heat sources, slopes and wind speeds. A secondary objective was to assess the relative contribution of radiative vs convective heat in potential burn injury over a range of conditions. Using thermal dosage, an integrative measure based on magnitude and duration of exposure (Eisenberg et al 1975) which has been correlated to different burn injuries (Hymes et al 1996), we examined potential burn injuries resulting from either radiative
or convective heat alone, or both mechanisms of heat transfer in combination, over a range of distances from the heat source.

2. Methods

Using WFDS, we carried out 288 simulations with a rectangular domain measuring 252m in length, 40 m wide in width and 35m in height, with a constant resolution of 1 m in x, y and z dimensions. These experiments spanned a range of levels for several key factors, two representing key aspects of the fire environment (slope and wind) and three representing key aspects of the heat source, presented in Table 1, below. Our simulations spanned environmental conditions ranging from no-wind, no-slope up to substantial winds (10 m/s) on 50% slope.

Table 1. Factors used in numerical experiments examining safe separation distance from a non-moving heat source. For each factor, the number of different levels is presented in parentheses before the values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Group</th>
<th>Factor and units</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Slope (%)</td>
<td>(6) 0,10,20,30,40,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Wind speed, m/s</td>
<td>(4) 0,2.5,5,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Source</td>
<td>HRRPUA(^1) (kW/m(^2))</td>
<td>(3) 550,1500,2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Source</td>
<td>Heat Area Depth (m)</td>
<td>(2) 5,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Source</td>
<td>Duration (s)</td>
<td>(2) 30,60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Heat Release Rate Per Unit Area

We used mirror boundary conditions on lateral boundaries to emulate a fireline of infinite width; the ceiling boundary was open. Within this domain, an inclined plane was simulated by altering the gravity vector. Winds were represented with an atmospheric profile with simple laminar flow. A fixed (non-moving) heat source, perpendicular to the wind flow, was located at ground level several meters from the inflow boundary along the inclined plane. Each heat source case was characterized with three variables: heat release rate per unit area (kW/m\(^2\)), depth (width in meters) and duration in seconds. A ramp function was used to both initiate and terminate the heat source in time. Beyond the heat source, at regular 3m intervals along the slope, synthetic “sensors” tracked wind velocities, temperature, radiative and total heat fluxes. We calculated convective heat fluxes through standard heat transfer coefficient calculations based on cylinder geometry with a characteristic diameter of 0.1m and a length of 0.65m, intended to represent a person’s arm.

To assess the relative contribution to potential burn injury from different heat transfer mechanisms, for each sensor over time, we calculated the thermal dosage from radiation only, from convection only, and from the two mechanisms of heat transfer combined. Thermal Dosage, \(V\), is calculated as \(V=\left(t^{4/3}\right)\) where \(t\) is time, \(I\) is total incident heat flux, and \(V\) is the thermal dosage, measured with Thermal Dosage Units (TDU); one TDU = \(1\) (kW/m\(^2\))\(^{4/3}\).s (Eisenberg et al 1975, Tsao and Perry 1979, Torvi et al 2000). We used three thresholds of Thermal Dosage which have been identified to correlate with burn injuries (to exposed bare skin) as follows: 550 TDU indicates onset of 1\(^{st}\) degree burns, a value of 1050 represents onset of 2\(^{nd}\) degree burns, and a value of 2300 corresponds to full depth 3\(^{rd}\) degree burn, as well as 50% lethality TDU for a typical subject (Hymes et al. 1996).

Summarizing the Thermal Dosage at each sensor over the time interval extending from the start of heat release from the heat source until thirty seconds after heat release terminated, we assessed the farthest sensor from the heat source experiencing each of the three thresholds. This provided us with a means of assessing potential burn injury as a function of distance from the heat source as well as the other factors in the experiment.
3. Results

Figure 2 shows a series of graphs for an individual simulation. The top three panels show convective, radiative and total incident fluxes with different coloured lines for each sensor over time. The bottom panel shows thermal dosage (for total incident heat flux) as a function of distance from the heat source for the slope and wind conditions of that simulation; different symbols correspond to different thresholds of potential injury as quantified with Thermal Dosage.

![Figure 2. Simulation output for a given simulation. Top three panels show plots of convective heat flux, radiative heat flux and total heat flux over time at points spaced along the slope a fixed height above the ground. Bottom panel shows thermal dosage for each point over distance from heat source. Thermal dosages are very high close to the heat source but diminish with distance; markers in bottom panel correspond to injury key, shown above.](image)

In this example, at distances 40m or greater from the heat source, no injury is predicted to occur; injuries increase as sensors approach the heat source, with 1st degree burns predicted for 18 to 39 m, 2nd degree burns predicted from 6 to 15 m from the heat source, and full depth 3rd degree burns and 50% mortality predicted at distances below 6 m.

The range of conditions examined resulted in a wide range of outcomes, with very little predicted injury under more mild heat source cases, light winds and low slopes, ranging to very extreme effects at great distances from the heat source under high winds, high slopes and more severe heat source cases. The relative contribution of radiative vs convective heat transfer to Thermal dosage varied as well with the conditions. In the case shown in Figure 2, convective heat flux was typically around twice the radiative heat flux.
Heat fluxes from the numerical experiments were similar to values reported in measurements. For example, radiative heat flux for Figure 2 is in a similar range to values reported for measurements taken in burning pine needles and oak branches in southern France (Silvani and Morandini 2009).

All three characteristics used to describe the heat source (heat release rate per unit area, depth and duration) significantly impacted the safe separation distance; all three factors interacted with slope and wind as well. In general, Thermal Dosage increased as all three of these factors increased. Our primary finding, however, was that inclusion of convective heat associated with wind and slope effects could result in burn injuries at distances often several multiples of what would result from radiation alone. Prior rules of thumb used for field personnel in the US, based on radiation alone, for flat ground, with no wind, would characterize safe separation distance as a multiple of four times the
flame length (Butler and Cohen 1998a and b). In contrast, in the most extreme cases we tested, safe separation distance could potentially be nearly an order of magnitude greater, or forty times the flame length.

4. Discussion

We conducted a series of numerical experiments examining potential thermal exposure at a range of distances from a fixed heat source under a range of wind, slope conditions and with different heat source parameters. We found that safe separation distances may need to be much larger to ensure firefighter safety in wind and slope conditions. This has potentially significant implications for firefighting tactics, design and planning of safety zones, as well as in consideration of escape routes and the safety margins in time needed to ensure safe evacuation (Beighley 1995, Baxter et al 2004). An additional finding of potential consequence was that the characteristics of the heat source were all highly significant to predicting safe separation distance. The intense energy release rates from crown fires are certainly well known but dynamic aspects of convection arising in these intense situations could pose dangers to firefighters. For example, intense jets of superheated air have been observed in crown fire situations (Coen et al 2004). Research is needed to better characterize the frequency and magnitude of such events and their potential for firefighter injury. While most interest in fire behaviour emphasizes the active flaming front, our results suggest that heavy fuels and duff, which often burn for long duration and cover large areas, may potentially contribute sufficient energy to affect safe separation distance. We expect that, under some topographic configurations and atmospheric conditions, long burning fuels such as these, contributing energy over often large areas, could potentially result in longer safe separation distances. More research is needed to examine whether this is truly a possibility or not.

It is important to recognize that this work represents a simple early step in investigations along these lines. We expect that future work will provide greater refinement of the concepts we present here. This is a natural and expected course of how scientific knowledge unfolds. Our numerical experiments have a very simple configuration; our use of a non-moving heat source is convenient and tractable for a first approach but is not very representative of a real wildfire; more work must be carried out with moving heat sources. Additional work must be carried out as well to ensure that results such as those presented here are not highly influenced by domain width, domain size, resolution or other potential numerical artifacts. Investigation should examine how vegetation might reduce (or increase) the safe separation distance effects we observed here.

Particularly important, however, is to examine how more complex terrain configurations could influence outcomes. We expect that under many circumstances in real fires these slope/wind multipliers may be less than we observed here, as convective cooling could play a significant role. However there may be cases of particular topographic configurations that could lead to greater distance effects; this could be disastrous. Recent work suggests that particular wind/terrain alignment scenarios can have very significant effects, resulting in rapid changes in fire behavior (Sharples et al 2010, Sharples et al 2012). More research is needed to link potential burn injury to firefighters, dynamic fire behavior, and atmospheric / topographic interactions such as these.

Using a dynamic, physics-based fire model, we assessed Thermal Dosage arising from radiation alone, convection alone, and both combined. In general, measurement of convective processes can pose significant challenges in the field, typically requiring a great deal of instrumentation and often only permitting a relatively small sample of observations (Kaimal et al 1976); inferences made from point observations may result in uncertainties when applied over larger areas (Linn et al. 2012). A significant advantage of using a physics-based model, as we did here, is that these quantities, and the dynamic interactions between different influential factors, can be examined in detail, facilitating improved understanding. Such models provide a unique value in that they can provide an experience analogous to laboratory experiments; modeling efforts are uniquely complementary to physical experiments in
laboratories and in larger field campaigns. Fire science benefits from all of these approaches to learning.

Finally, our finding that safe separation distances may need to be much larger to ensure firefighter safety in wind and slope conditions suggests a possible paradigm shift. This shift may already be underway. When we first encountered these results we were somewhat discouraged, as it seemed likely that managers might interpret these results as extremely restrictive, unreasonable, and, in many cases, unattainable, particularly in areas of complex terrain as are common throughout areas within the US and elsewhere where fires often occur. However, in presentations with several groups of managers in the United States, their response has often been quite different; some managers were encouraged that these results could provide them with justification for not sending firefighters into areas from which escape in the event of a blow-up could be very tenuous. We hope that this research, and subsequent work which follows it, may promote the use of more indirect attack tactics and other approaches which limit firefighter risk exposure.
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